The observation that the ionised calcium concentration is higher if measured in the original serum sample than in an ultrafiltrate is examined by means of a theoretical model. It is concluded that this difference is a predictable consequence of the Donnan equilibrium and is not a result of protein interference with the calcium-specific electrode.
is dripping into the bottom of the tube (F) . The model-serum contains protein anions iPr], calcium ions (Ca"), protein hound calcium (PrCa), sodium ions (No') , and chloride ions (CI-) . The fraction of serum which is newly filtered is denoted~, the filtrate in the bottom of the tube is denoted x, the fraction remaining as retentate is \ -~x,
The protein binding of calcium is assumed to follow a simple equilibrium expression:
where m C a 2 ' is the molality of Ca 2 +, nt prc a is the molality of protein-bound calcium, fJPr is the mass of protein per kg water, and K is the equilibrium 27\ Payne suggests that protein interference rather than an effect of the Donnan equilibrium is the explanation of the discrepancy and refers to the fact that the ionic composition of the ultrafiltrate of a protein solution is found 10 be constant regardless of the duration of filtration.
During a recent international symposium!" on ionised calcium we discussed this point to attempt to explain the data of Pedersen" and our own data.
We calculated the effects of the Donnan distribution on the concentration of the diffusible ions in the ultrafiltrate and the retentate in a simple model. The ultrafiltrate is assumed to drip into the bottom of the tube (see Fig. I ) in steps (5) representing I % of the total volume. For simplicity, we use the molality as indicating the activity of the ions. The model serum contains protein anions (20 mmol/kg corresponding to 75 g protein per kg water), sodium ions (150 mmol/kg), calcium ions (2.66 mmol/kg, including free and protein-bound), and chloride ions (135.32 mmol/kg to account for electroneutrality), that is, the sum ofcations (150 ! 2 x 2.66) equals the sum of anions (20 + 135.32).
In a recent publication, Payne' concludes that 'a clinically significant protein interference may be shown by three commercially available ionisedcalcium analysers (Orion SS-20, Nova 2, Radiometer ICA I)'. This conclusion is based on the finding ofa higher ionised-ealcium concentration in the original serum than in an ultrafiltrate of the serum and an even higher concentration is found in the retentate. Equilibrium dialysis of serum produces similar ditTerences, proportional to the protein concentration.
constant, which is taken to be 75 gjkg, so that the model resembles normal serum with 50 % free and 50 % bound calcium. The three conditions which must be fulfilled are (1) the Donnan equilibrium, (2) conservation of substance, and (3) electroneutrality.
(1) According to the Donnan equilibrlum" the ratio of the molalities on the two sides of the membrane must follow the equation:
is the molality of Cl" in the newly formed filtrate (f), etc. This equation assumes diffusion equilibrium between the retentate and the thin layer of newly formed filtrate before the filtrate drops are collected in the bottom of the tube.
(2) Conservation of substance requires that the sum of the amount of the ions in the retentate, newly formed filtrate, and collected filtrate (F) equals the original total amount: (5) =2.66 mmoljkg where mprCa(R)X(I-S-x)=m Ca2+(R) according to (1) . The molality in the collected filtrate (F) is calculated by adding the molalities in the newly formed ultrafiltrate (f), ie
o From the equations in (1) and (2) the molality in the retentate may be eliminated and for Cl: we obtain:
Similar expressions are obtained for m Na+ and m Ca 2+ (fi).
(3) We now test whether electroneutrality is fulfilled, that is, the sum of anions equals the sum of cations:
ImCl_(fi)-~a+(fi)-2 x m Ca2+(fi) I < E where E is a given limit, eg 10-4 mmoljkg. The Donnan ratio rD is an unknown variable in this expression and the correct value is found by a Newton-Raphsorrt iteration procedure (a calculation program for a minicomputer (Hewlett-Packard 11 c) is available upon request).
Results and Discussion
The calculations show that the molality of Ca 2 + in the retentate rises whereas the molality in the ultrafiltrate remains almost constant until more than 50 %is filtered (Fig. 2) .
In the case of Nat and Cl", which are not proteinbound in the present model, the molalities in the ultrafiltrate remain constant even when up to 90 % have been ultrafiltered.
However, in the retentate the molality of Nat increases considerably while the molality of Cl" falls towards zero.
In the limit, the retentate contains no Cl' but a sodium salt of protein with some bound calcium.
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Fraction ultratiltered Fig. 2 The molality of Ca H in the retentate (R), the collected filtrate (F), and the newly formed filtrate (/), which is assumed to be in Donnan equilibrium with the retentate. The distributions were calculated as described in the text. Notice that the molality of Ca H rises significantly in the retentate, while the molality in the filtrate (F) is almost constant until more than 50 %is filtered.
If the calculations are performed with a different model where the ultrafiltrate remains in contact with the membrane, and ultrafiltrate and retentate remain in constant equilibrium, the results are slightly different: the molality of Ca2+ in the retentate now rises even more, while the molality in the ultrafiltrate gradually falIs towards zero. In the case of Naand CI-the values in the ultrafiltrate are still virtualIy constant, while Nar rises and CI-falIs in the retentate.
The results of the calculations, ie rising molality of Ca 2 + in the retentate but virtually constant values in the ultrafiltrate are in complete agreement with the experimental findings of Payne, so there is no need for postulating a protein error on the calcium electrode or a significant protein effect on the liquid junction potential. We have previously noted a protein effect on the calcium electrode, namely, an irreversibility when measuring alternately in pure aqueous and protein-containing solutions. However, by covering the calcium selective membrane by a cellophane membrane (as with the Radiometer ICA 1 electrodej' this effect was eliminated. The data published by Payne do not justify the conclusion 'that the measurement of ionised calcium with existing analysers can be clinically misleading in patients with abnormal plasma proteins.' On the contrary, the data may be taken as evidence for the validity of the Donnan theory.
Rather than postulating a possible bias in the measurement on native serum of + 8 %, measurements of ultrafiltrates ought to be corrected by a factor of about 1·08 if the activities are intended to refer to the original serum.
